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Identifying potential protein targets for toluene
using a molecular similarity search, in silico
docking and in vitro validation†

Y. G. Chushak,*a,b R. R. Chapleau,a,b J. S. Frey,a,b C. A. Mauzyb and J. M. Gearharta,b

The toxicity of chemicals greatly depends on their interaction with macromolecular targets. The main

goal of this study was to develop an approach for predicting protein targets for chemical toxins using a

molecular similarity search of toxin–target information collected in the Toxin and Toxin-Target Database.

The developed method was used to identify new targets for toluene which could predict potential cellular

toxicity and to validate the approach with in vitro laboratory studies. We obtained 124 potential targets for

toluene from a molecular similarity search. Results were further analysed using in silico molecular docking

methods. The binding of toluene to two proteins, hemoglobin and serum albumin, was validated by the

measurement of binding using microscale thermophoresis. The measured binding constant between

toluene and hemoglobin was 1.9 μM, while albumin demonstrated toluene-induced aggregation. These

results demonstrate the applicability of an exploratory in silico toxicity tool, based on a molecular simi-

larity search and protein–ligand docking, for identification of potential targets for chemical toxins.

1 Introduction

The adverse outcome pathway (AOP) is a new framework pro-
posed recently for toxicology and risk assessment.1 It links the
chemical exposure of an organism to a series of events on
different biological levels that result in an adverse outcome
effect. The AOP starts with the Molecular Initiating Event
(MIE) that describes the interaction of a chemical with its
macromolecular targets.2 Although significant amounts of
information about the biological activities of toxins and toxin–
target interactions have already been collected using experi-
mental methods and stored in a variety of public databases,
such as the Toxin and Toxin-Target Database (T3DB),3

ChEMBL,4 and Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD),5

a great deal of specific information still remains missing. Com-
putational methods provide a means to fill this data gap and
provide focused target hypotheses for future mechanistic
experiments.

Several methods for computational target prediction (or
target fishing) have been developed and summarized in com-

prehensive reviews.6,7 These methods can be divided broadly
into two groups: methods that are based on existing published
data or de novo prediction methods. The former employ the
methods of chemical similarity search, data mining and
machine learning approaches and uses the currently known
small molecule–protein relationships to predict novel potential
activities. These methods can be applied to a variety of targets
that have a set of active ligands, including G-protein coupled
receptors and ion channels. The latter apply target fishing
methods that use structure-based approaches with protein–
ligand docking of small molecules to hundreds or thousands
of proteins. These methods can identify novel protein targets
that are not elaborated in databases, but require known 3D
structures of solved proteins; thus membrane proteins are
usually excluded from consideration due to difficulty in pure
crystallization forms and subsequently their lack of experi-
mentally determined structures.

The presented study aimed to explore the application of a
molecular similarity search to identify new protein targets for
toluene. Toluene, a volatile organic compound (VOC), is com-
monly used as a solvent in commercial products. The main
toxicological effect from toluene exposure is on the nervous
system. Acute exposure to toluene vapours may cause drowsi-
ness, headache, nausea, visual changes, muscle spasm, dizzi-
ness, and loss of coordination.8,9 Occupational studies have
shown that chronic toluene exposure can result in nervous
system effects such as a reduction in thinking, memory, and
muscle control,10,11 as well as some losses in hearing12 and
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colour vision.13 Although the toxicity and health effects of
toluene are well studied and documented,14 a mechanistic
understanding of toluene toxicity is still limited. Despite the
fact that T3DB listed 38 protein targets for toluene, they are
different subunits of 4 proteins: cardiac sodium ion channel,15

NMDA-glutamate receptor,16 gamma-aminobutyric acid type A
receptor17 and neuronal nicotinic acetylcholine receptor.18 The
interaction of toluene with sodium ion channels may be
responsible for the arrhythmogenic effect of toluene while its
interaction with neuronal receptors can be related to toluene
effects on the nervous system. The ChEMBL database lists
8 targets for toluene but only 5 of these targets are human pro-
teins: acetylcholinesterase, arachidonate 12-lipoxygenase, pre-
lamin-A/C, thyroid hormone receptor and thyroid stimulating
hormone receptor. The interaction of toluene with acetylchol-
inesterase was obtained from a QSAR analysis19 while all other
interactions were extracted from the PubChem BioAssay data
set. This limited information regarding the interaction of
toluene with protein targets and the importance of protein
binding in its biokinetic disposition have motivated us to
explore the application of molecular similarity search to
expand the list of potential protein targets for toxins.

The general idea underlying the molecular similarity
approaches is that two similar chemical molecular structures
are likely to have similar target-binding profiles. For solving
this chemical comparison question, we developed a protocol
that utilizes the OpenEye programs ROCS and EON20 to
perform molecular similarity searches on the T3DB database.
The ROCS program performs 3D shape and chemical features
(called ‘color’) alignments. The similarity is ranked based on
the TanimotoCombo score. The second OpenEye program,
EON, uses a field-based Tanimoto scoring to measure and
compare the electrostatic potential of two small molecules.
ROCS is considered to be one of the best programs for mole-
cular similarity searches21 and has recently been used for drug
repurposing analysis involving drug–target information from
the Drug Bank.22 Although for simple molecules as, in our
case, toluene, a similarity search using 2D methods will
produce the same results, but for more complex molecules, 3D
methods outperform 2D molecular similarity methods.21

Recently, the information collected in T3DB (http://www.
t3db.org) was exploited using a support vector machine and
random forest methods for prediction of multiple toxin–target
interactions related to cardiovascular diseases.23 We per-
formed a molecular similarity search using toxin–target infor-
mation collected in the T3DB database and obtained 124
potential protein targets for toluene. Thirty-seven of these
targets had available X-ray 3D structures in the Protein Data
Bank. Therefore, toluene binding was further analysed using
the protein–ligand docking program AutoDock and the
docking results predicted significant binding of toluene to six
proteins: cytochrome P450 2E1, histone H3.2, serum albumin,
histone H4, hemoglobin and DNA polymerase. To partially
validate our in silico search, we tested the binding of toluene
to hemoglobin and serum albumin (HSA) using microscale
thermophoresis (MST).

2 Materials and methods
2.1 Database preparation

The most comprehensive, open information about toxic sub-
stances and toxin–target interaction is collected in the Toxin
and Toxin-Target Database.3 Currently (as of August 2014), the
database contains information on about 3053 toxins linked to
1670 protein targets with 37 084 toxin-target associations. The
information in the database was manually extracted from over
5454 sources including electronic databases, government
documents, books and scientific publications. Several criteria
were considered for the inclusion of chemical compounds as
‘common’ toxins into the database, such as: (1) presence in
the home, the environment or the workplace with a recorded
medical consequence of acute reaction, injury or death;
(2) identification as hazardous in relatively low concentrations
(<1 mM for some, <1 μM for others); and (3) appearance in
multiple toxin/poison lists provided by government agencies
or the toxicological and medical literature.3 Performing a
molecular similarity search requires the structure of chemicals
that are defined in T3DB by SMILES string. Some toxins in the
database do not have a SMILES description, such as ricin,
which is a protein, or asbestos, which is a mineral. Therefore,
our study omitted toxins without SMILES descriptions. The
final compilation used for the molecular similarity search con-
tained 2743 toxins and 1204 protein targets.

2.2 Molecular similarity search

OpenEye Scientific Software tools24 were used to generate a set
of 3D conformations for toxins from their SMILES strings.
Initially, the program FLIPPER was used to enumerate stereo-
centers in a molecule. The output file was sent to the program
FIXPKA that used a rule-based system to set the molecule to its
most energetically favourable ionization state for pH = 7.4.
Next, the MMFF94 atomic partial charges were assigned to the
molecule using the program MOLCHARGE. OMEGA (version
2.4.6) was used to generate a maximum of 50 low-energy con-
formers for all toxins. The generated conformers comprised a
database for molecular similarity search. A similar approach
was used to prepare a query molecule except that a single low-
energy conformer generated by OMEGA was used. It has been
shown25 that using a low-energy conformation has no impact
on the alignment performance. A molecular similarity search
was performed using ROCS (version 3.1.2) and EON (version
2.1.0). ROCS is a shape comparison program that uses atom-
centred Gaussian functions to represent molecular shape.
Additionally, it allows comparison of the chemical features of
molecules called ‘color’. To evaluate a molecule’s similarity,
we used a TanimotoCombo scoring function with a maximum
score of 2, representing a perfect shape and chemical features
match (molecule matching with itself ). The closer the score is
to 2, the better is the match with the query molecule. The
aligned molecules from ROCS were analysed with the program
EON that compares electrostatic fields calculated from the
Poisson–Boltzmann equation. The similarity was scored by
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ET_combo that takes into account both shape and electrostatic
match.

2.3 Protein–ligand docking

All protein X-ray 3D structures were obtained from the Protein
Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/). These structures are the
most accurate and can be used for molecular docking. Target
flexibility is one of the main difficulties in protein–ligand
docking. We addressed this problem by storing within the
dataset several entries for the same protein co-crystallized with
the different ligands. In total, 240 files with the structures of
37 proteins were downloaded from PDB and used for docking
screening. The identification and characterization of binding
pockets were performed using the program Fpocket.26 The
Fpocket program maintains a list of cofactors and keeps them
as part of the protein image during pocket detection. The
detected pockets are scored and ranked based on several cri-
teria such as the volume of the pocket, polarity, hydrophobi-
city, and druggability. We selected up to 8 top-ranked pockets
for each protein to employ in docking. The protein–ligand
docking was performed using AutoDock software developed in
the Molecular Graphics Lab at the Scripps Research Institute.
The recently released version of AutoDock Vina27 has an
improved local search routine and allows the use of multicore/
multi-CPU computer systems. To prepare the protein struc-
tures for docking, the ligand and all water molecules were
removed, while cofactors were kept as part of the binding
pocket. Polar hydrogen and charges were added using the pre-
pare_receptor4.py script from AutoDockTools4.28 The toluene
molecule was prepared for docking using the prepare_ligand4.
py script from AutoDockTools4.

2.4 Hemoglobin purification

Human hemoglobin was purified using a modification of the
method of Sun and Palmer.29 Whole blood (450 mL) contain-
ing the anticoagulant acid citrate dextrose was centrifuged at
3716g for 30 minutes at 4 °C. Plasma was removed and dis-
carded while the remaining red blood cell pellet was re-sus-
pended in a 0.9% isotonic saline solution and centrifuged at
3716g for 30 minutes at 4 °C. The wash process was performed
three times until the supernatant was clear. After the final
wash, the supernatant was removed and the red blood cell
pellets were re-suspended with roughly three volume equiva-
lents of cold 3.75 mM phosphate buffer (PB, pH = 7.2) and
stored frozen. The suspension was thawed on ice and centri-
fuged at 3716g at 4 °C for 30 min. The supernatant was filtered
through cheesecloth and centrifuged two additional times at
3716g at 4 °C for 30 min. The remaining solution was concen-
trated using a 4 mL 10 KD centrifugal filter (Millipore), and
the retentate was filtered through a 0.45 μm syringe filter
(Corning).

Hemoglobin was purified from this clarified supernatant by
anion exchange chromatography using a Mono Q 4.6/100 PE
(GE Healthcare) on an ÄKTA Explorer FPLC system (GE Health-
care). The lysate was loaded onto the column using a low salt
binding buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.2). A linear gradient

from 100% low salt buffer to 75% high salt buffer (20 mM
Tris-HCl, pH 8.2, 0.2 M NaCl) was generated in 5 column
volumes. This was followed by a step gradient to 100% high
salt buffer. Following anion exchange chromatography, a
HiPrep 26/10 desalting column (GE Healthcare) was used to
perform a buffer exchange into 1× PBS, pH 7.5. The hemo-
globin was concentrated to 1.5 mg mL−1 using an Amicon
Centrifugal Filter Unit (Millipore). SDS-polyacrylamide and
native gel electrophoresis experiments of the purified human
hemoglobin were performed under standard conditions. Ana-
lysis of purified hemoglobin using SDS and native polyacryl-
amide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) indicated that the protein
was >98% pure, and in monomer form composed of alpha and
beta units (data not shown).

2.5 Microscale thermophoresis

A NanoTemper Technologies Monolith NT.115 GR was used to
observe changes in thermophoretic mobility caused by toluene
binding to proteins. Purified hemoglobin and human serum
albumin (Sigma Aldrich) were adjusted to 1 mg mL−1 in PBS
for labelling with DyLight 650 (Pierce) according to the manu-
facturer’s instructions, except that an extra centrifugal purifi-
cation step was added to remove excess free dye that interferes
with MST measurements. For MST measurements, protein
labels were held constant (hemoglobin: 8.75 nM, HSA:
2.57 nM) while toluene levels were diluted serially 1 : 1 des-
cending from 200 µM in MST Buffer (NanoTemper Techno-
logies) with 0.2% DMSO using a 384-well microplate. Proteins
and toluene were incubated at room temperature for
5 minutes prior to loading into hydrophilic treated glass capil-
laries (NanoTemper Technologies) pre-loaded in a capillary
tray and reading using the red LED at 50% power and 80% IR
laser power. Each measurement consisted of a 5 second base-
line, a 30 second laser pulse, and a 5 second relaxation prior
to moving to the next capillary. Capillaries were measured only
once and each binding experiment was repeated in triplicate.

Normalized thermophoresis time traces were converted to
bound fractions according to eqn (1) and plotted as a function
of compound concentration using GraphPad Prism 5.

f bound ¼ ðFmax � FobsÞ
ðFmax � FminÞ ð1Þ

where Fmax = normalized thermophoresis for the unbound
state, Fmin = normalized thermophoresis for the bound state,
and Fobs = normalized thermophoresis for a given binding
reaction.

3 Results and discussion

The molecular similarity search was used to identify new
potential protein targets for toluene by utilizing information
about the toxin–target interaction collected in the T3DB. T3DB
is a toxin-centred database that provides a list of biomolecular
targets for a specific toxin. That information was used to
create a target-centered library. For each of the 1204 targets,
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we created a file with a SMILES description of toxins that inter-
act with that target. Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the
number of toxins per target in T3DB.

There are 379 targets that interact just with one toxin and
95 targets with two known toxins. On the other side, five
targets (vascular cell adhesion protein 1, urokinase plasmino-
gen activator surface receptor, C–X–C motif chemokine 10,
C–C motif chemokine 2 and nuclear receptor subfamily
1 group I member 2) are affected by 113 toxins, one protein
(peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma) interacts
with 112 toxins, and 50 proteins interact with 110 toxins.
Furthermore, targets that interact with 113 and 112 toxins
have 25 common toxins such as bisphenol A.

Multiple conformations of the toxins for each protein target
were generated using the program OMEGA, creating a database
for a molecular similarity search to identify potential targets
for chemical toxins. Initially, the program ROCS was used to
perform shape and chemical feature matches and then
aligned molecules were sent to EON to perform electrostatic
field comparisons. The similarity of molecules was ranked
with the TanimotoCombo (TC) score that has a maximum
value of 2 with a combination of values of 1 for shape and 1
for electrostatic similarity. Usually, TC > 1.4 is used to identify
similar molecules.22,30 Fig. 2 shows some of the molecules in
the T3DB database that were identified as similar to toluene.
The toluene molecule is presented as green sticks and a grey
surface; analogous molecules are presented by grey sticks. The
green sphere in the centre of molecules represents a colour
feature, in our case a ring. Table 1 presents similar molecules
to toluene in the T3DB database with combo scores in the
range of 1.5–2.0. We also included the number of targets for
these molecules since some of the molecules do not have
known targets in T3DB.

We identified 124 potential targets for toluene using a
molecular similarity search of T3DB. They represent several
families of proteins (calcium-transporting ATPases, sodium/
potassium-transporting ATPase, cytochrome P450, DNA topo-

isomerases, histone proteins, and tubulin), different subunits
of multimer proteins (cytokine receptor, DNA polymerase,
hemoglobin and ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase) and
single proteins such as fatty acid-binding protein or serum
albumin. The majority of the potential targets came from the
similarity of toluene to benzene (95), ethylbenzene (12) and
bromobenzene (9). Some of the targets interact with multiple
toxins, thus confirming the hypothesis that similar molecules
are likely to have a similar target-binding profile. For example,
the cytokine receptor is affected by benzene, styrene and
azulene. The complete list of potential targets is presented in
the ESI.†

To analyse the binding of toluene to potential targets we
performed protein–ligand docking. Computational docking is
a common method used to identify small-molecule ligands
that bind to proteins.31 It is usually used to screen a library of
small molecules in order to find chemicals that bind to a
specific protein receptor. In our approach, we screened the
library protein molecules to find receptors with the highest
binding affinity to toluene. Out of 124 protein targets identi-
fied by molecular similarity, 37 proteins had available X-ray 3D
structures in the Protein Data Bank. Protein structures deter-

Fig. 2 Similarity of toluene to analogues in the T3DB database. The
toluene molecule is presented as green sticks and a grey surface; ana-
logous molecules are presented by grey sticks.

Table 1 Similar molecules to toluene in the T3DB database ranked by
EON TanimotoCombo score

T3DB ID Name
TanimotoCombo
score

Number of
targets

T3D0185 para-Xylene 1.943 2
T3D0863 meta-Xylene 1.941 2
T3D0006 Benzene 1.932 95
T3D0099 Ethylbenzene 1.927 12
T3D3468 Isopropylbenzene 1.889 0
T3D0864 ortho-Xylene 1.844 2
T3D0271 Styrene 1.769 1
T3D1779 Bromobenzene 1.676 9
T3D0635 Azulene 1.602 2
T3D1776 Benzyl bromide 1.578 0
T3D1809 m-Xylyl bromide 1.545 0
T3D1808 p-Xylyl bromide 1.54 0
T3D1807 o-Xylyl bromide 1.537 0

Fig. 1 Distribution of the number of targets vs. the number of toxins
per target in T3DB. The inset shows the detailed view of target distri-
bution on a lower scale.
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mined using X-ray scattering are the most accurate 3D struc-
tures and are suitable for molecular docking. In total, 240 files
with protein structures were downloaded from the PDB and
used for protein–ligand docking. It is widely accepted that
ligand binding can drastically alter the functional binding
pocket or receptor’s conformation.32 To account for such con-
formational flexibility, we used several files containing solved
3D structure for the same protein if they were available in
PDB. Table 2 shows the top proteins with a significant binding
with toluene (binding energy ΔG < −6 kcal mol−1). The
binding energy to similar toxins is also presented for compari-
son. The binding energies of toluene and para-xylene are very
similar with a tendency of para-xylene to slightly lower binding
energy to some proteins. On the other hand, benzene has
higher binding energy (or lower binding affinity) to all the
studied proteins.

The interaction of toluene with cytochromes P450 was
obtained due to the similarity of toluene to xylenes that inhib-
ited the activity of cytochromes P450 in lung of rats following
inhalation of m-xylene.33 It was shown that cytochrome P450
isozymes are responsible for the metabolism of toluene in
human liver,34 which can explain the high binding affinity of
toluene to cytochrome P450. Occupational exposure to toluene
has been shown to induce cytochrome P450 2E1 expression as
assessed by mRNA content in peripheral lymphocytes,35 further
supporting our results of the “blind” in silico assessments.

All other proteins in Table 2 were obtained as possible
targets for toluene due to the similarity to benzene. Epigenetic
modifications such as histone acetylation and methylation
play a crucial role in transcriptional regulation of genes and
abnormal acetylation/deacetylation can lead to the develop-
ment of cancer and other aberrant forms of homeostasis and
pathologies. It was shown that benzene and its reactive metab-
olites attack multiple lysine residues within a single histone
that can result in chromatin structural changes and gene
expression.36 The effect of toluene on histone acetylation was
examined in different areas of the rat brain by immunofluores-
cence using antibodies that specifically recognize the acetyl-
ated form of histones H3 and H4.37 It was found that histone
H3 becomes readily acetylated in toluene exposed rats in the
Nucleus Accumbens area of the brain while H4 acetylation
levels remain similar to control rats. On the other hand, in the
ventral tegmental brain region, H3 acetylation levels were
unaffected by toluene inhalation, while H4 acetylation was
strongly reduced from normal levels.37 These experimental

results indicate that toluene can directly interact with histones
H3 and H4 or indirectly through posttranslational modifi-
cation by affecting histone acetyltransferases and histone dea-
cetylases. Our computational results indicate possible binding
of toluene to histones H3 and H4.

Serum albumin plays an important role in toxicology and
drug development as a major transporter of chemicals to
different tissues. The binding affinity of drugs and metabolites
to serum albumin is directly related to the distribution of
chemicals throughout the body as well as to the fraction of
unbound chemicals available for biological processes and
toxic effects.38 The interaction of benzene and its metabolites
with serum albumin and hemoglobin is well studied and
documented.39–41 Benzene oxide, a metabolite of benzene,
interacts with cysteine residues in both hemoglobin and
albumin to form protein adducts39,40 that have been used as
biomarkers of exposure to benzene.41 To the best of our knowl-
edge, there are no data regarding the binding of toluene to
human serum albumin (HSA). Although toluene is widely used
in the crystallization of hemoglobin,42 we are not aware of any
other effect of toluene on hemoglobin. However, exposure to
toluene changes gene expression of both hemoglobin43 and
albumin44 in the rat brain. Therefore, these two proteins were
selected for further analysis of toluene binding.

Analysis of the predicted binding pose of toluene to hemo-
globin (Fig. 3) suggested that toluene is located between the
heme group HEM142 and a hemoglobin hydrophobic pocket
formed by PHE33, PHE43, PHE46 and LEU48. It interacts with
the hemoglobin through CG and CD1 atoms of PHE43, CG
atoms of PHE46 and CD1 and CE atoms of HIS58 residues.
Models of toluene binding show close contact with three
atoms of the heme group HEM142: CBC, C1D and C2D
(nomenclature is based on 1Y01.pdb). The location of toluene
in close proximity to the heme group is in agreement with the
results of NMR relaxation time measurements by Novak et al.45

that showed that interaction of toluene and human hemo-
globin occurred in the vicinity of the heme iron atom. The
docked location of toluene in hemoglobin is different from the
location of two toluene molecules observed in the crystallized
form of hemoglobin (PDB entry 2DN1.pdb).46 Furthermore,
the predicted binding affinity to toluene in the present
location is almost an order of magnitude higher compared to
the position in 2DN1.pdb (33.4 μM vs. 130 μM).

Structural analysis of complexes of human serum albumin
with a variety of drug and toxin molecules identified two

Table 2 Proteins with significant binding to toluene as predicted by AutoDock Vina. The binding energy to similar toxins is presented for
comparison

Protein name UniProt ID
Toluene ΔG
(kcal mol−1)

para-Xylene ΔG
(kcal mol−1)

Benzene ΔG
(kcal mol−1)

Cytochrome P450 2E1 P05181 −7.1 −7.3 −6.3
Histone H3.2 Q71DI3 −6.7 −6.5 −5.9
Serum albumin P02768 −6.2 −6.9 −5.4
Histone H4 P62805 −6.2 −6.1 −5.2
Hemoglobin subunit alpha P69905 −6.1 −6.6 −5.4
DNA polymerase subunit gamma-2 Q9UHN1 −6.1 −6.6 −5.4
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primary and numerous secondary binding sites on the
protein.47 Analysis of the predicted binding pose of toluene to
albumin showed that albumin residues ALA26, TYR30, LEU66,
PHE70, LEU250 and LEU251 form a hydrophobic core of the
binding pocket that is located in close proximity to the
primary binding site 1. It also suggested that toluene forms
classical parallel π–π stacking with the phenyl group of PHE70
residue of albumin (Fig. 4) that can lead to a lower binding
energy of toluene to albumin compared to hemoglobin.

The binding of toluene to hemoglobin and albumin was
experimentally evaluated using microscale thermophoresis
measurements. It was found that toluene interacts with both
proteins in vitro (Fig. 5). Our results indicate that the dis-
sociation constants Kd calculated by AutoDock Vina under-
estimate the true affinity of the proteins for toluene. For

example, we observed an in vitro binding affinity of 1.9 µM for
hemoglobin and toluene at 25 °C, whereas docking calcu-
lations predicted a dissociation constant of 33.4 µM. However,
we were unable to calculate the dissociation constant for
serum albumin and toluene. This was caused by aggregation
induced by toluene binding to the protein (Fig. 5), a phenom-
enon frequently observed with HSA and small molecules.48 At
the lowest concentration tested, 6.57 nM, toluene initiated the
aggregation of HSA. Neither control experiments of HSA
diluted in a 0.2% DMSO containing buffer nor toluene diluted
in the same buffer displayed any aggregation (data not shown
due to non-incorporation of a fluorescent label). Therefore, we
are able to conclude that HSA does indeed interact with
toluene; whether or not this is a specific interaction remains
to be elucidated.

A recent analysis of bovine serum albumin (BSA) binding to
a variety of organic compounds, including benzene and
toluene, by measuring the albumin–water and octanol–water
partition coefficients, showed that the high binding affinity of
BSA to small low-polarity molecules cannot be explained by
nonspecific binding.49 The dissociation constant for BSA and
toluene, calculated according to eqn (12) and Table 1 in
ref. 49, was estimated to be 81.3 μM, which is close to the
value of 28.2 μM predicted by our docking calculations.

Thermophoresis is an equilibrium method for determining
the binding affinity and does not require immobilization of
either binding partner. It does, however, require the use of a
fluorescent label, and a previous study has shown that data
obtained from MST are comparable to those of label-free

Fig. 4 Predicted pose of toluene binding to albumin. Toluene (white
sphere) interacts with the phenyl group of PHE70 of albumin through a
classical parallel π–π interaction. It also interacts with hydrophobic resi-
dues LEU66, LEU250 and LEU251, as well as with HIS67 and GLY248.

Fig. 5 Toluene binding to hemoglobin (left) and albumin (right). The
MST fluorescence timetraces (top) were from a single representative
experiment. The ordered gradient in the hemoglobin timetrace is indica-
tive of a specific binding event with a calculable Kd. In contrast, the
random signal in the albumin traces suggests nonspecific binding and
induced aggregation. Error bars in the hemoglobin binding curve are
from triplicate experiments (bottom left). The Fnorm intensities (used to
determine the bound fraction) for albumin and toluene are shown with
the DMSO only control (bottom right, dots and dashed line,
respectively).

Fig. 3 Predicted mode of toluene binding to hemoglobin. Toluene
(white sphere) is located between the heme group HEM142 (red) and a
hemoglobin hydrophobic cavity formed by HIS58, PHE46 and PHE43.
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methods such as isothermal titration calorimetry or the gold-
standard immobilized method of surface plasmon reson-
ance.50 Although the values we observed for binding affinities
are different from those predicted, when compared to other
methods of biophysical analyses the differences seen between
MST data vs. predicted binding were inconsequential. There-
fore, our docking methodology clearly correlates well with
in vitro results, suggesting that this in silico approach for toxi-
cology target identification is a valuable tool for novel com-
pound screening.

4 Conclusions

New protein targets for toluene were identified by performing
a molecular similarity search of toxin–target information col-
lected in the T3DB database. We obtained 124 potential
targets that represented several families of proteins, different
subunits of multimer proteins and single proteins. The
obtained results were additionally analysed using molecular
docking. Docking results show significant binding of toluene
to 6 proteins: cytochrome P450 2E1, histone H3.2, serum
albumin, histone H4, hemoglobin and DNA polymerase. We
performed in vitro measurements of toluene binding to hemo-
globin and serum albumin using microscale thermophoresis
and confirmed the predicted binding. These results demon-
strate the applicability of a molecular similarity search and
protein–ligand docking for the identification of potential
targets for chemical toxins.

However, this approach is limited to the amount of infor-
mation collected in T3DB or other databases. Currently (as of
August 2014), T3DB has information about 3053 toxins but the
PubChem database has a collection of more than 42 000 000
chemicals. For many chemicals that we tested, we determined
no hits from the similarity search. Secondly, T3DB has infor-
mation about 1670 protein targets, but the Protein Data Bank
has structures for more than 6000 human proteins. Finally,
even for toxins and targets that are in the database, not all con-
nections are added and annotated. For example, the ChEMBL
database lists acetylcholinesterase (AChE) as a target for
toluene. Although that information was obtained from a QSAR
analysis,19 several studies showed that toluene at a concen-
tration of 900 ppm inhibits AChE activity by up to 60%.51,52 But
our molecular similarity search did not identify AChE as a
target for toluene because there is no interaction of toluene or
similar compounds with AChE in the T3DB database. A comp-
lementary, de novo approach for protein target prediction that
does not depend on existing information about the toxin–target
interaction is currently under development in our laboratory.
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